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About This Game
Canopia is in danger! The lizard wizard Glykon has stolen the world’s essence to augment his powers and reshape the land at his
will. If he captures and devours all four Essence Spirits, all will be lost… Our only hope lies in Juno, the last free Spirit!
Juno’s Darkest Hour is a simple but challenging 2D action adventure platformer game inspired by the side-scrollers of the past.
Explore the secrets of a vast monochromatic and pixelated world, accompanied by a nostalgia-driven soundtrack.
Guide little defenseless Juno through the strange and dangerous land of Canopia in order to rescue her friends and put a stop to
Glykon’s evil plans. Quick reflexes and sharp wits will be required to escape and defeat the wizard’s minions. Combine different
characters and items to access new areas and discover more and more treasures, until you are ready to confront Glykon!
Will you succeed against all odds, or will you die over and over again?
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Features
Explore 40 levels with a wide variety in themes : a forest covered in snow, a pirate-infested lagoon, the cozy gentlemen’s
lounge, an abandoned temple built on a volcano, caverns made of crystal, a haunted palace soaring across the sky, and
much more!
Rescue additional playable characters to benefit from their unique abilities, such as being unable to climb ladders and
only being able to say "Meow"!
Hone your platforming skills to avoid enemies! Compensate for your lack of means of self-defense by equipping useful
items like the Top Hat, which greatly increases your social standing.
Copious amounts of bottomless pits to fall into!
Over eight different bosses to defeat with unexpected strategies. Transform into a sonic assault butterfly to fight the evil
spiders or go toe-to-toe against an immortal warrior in a fierce orb duel!
Revisit levels with different character/item combinations to collect all the Season Fragments, unlocking pieces of lore
and weakening the evil force corrupting the land!
There are also probably some secret things to find?
But you'll mostly find bottomless pits!
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Title: Juno's Darkest Hour
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Antoine Bilodeau
Publisher:
Antoine Bilodeau
Release Date: 19 Dec, 2016
a09c17d780
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The concept of this game is awesome. I have been waiting for a game like this for a while. Was really excited for it but after
playing nearly 2 hours, it became depressing quite quickly. In the last 4 days of in-game time, the game bugged out so many
times, I got annoyed and unfortunately refunded.
My reasons for quitting the game;
When turning music down in main menu options and clicking apply, during game it would shoot back up.
No proper tutorial to show what everything in UI does.
When you hover over some of the UI icons, no description except top bar where money is displayed.
I had to keep restarting the game to try and fix issues.
Waiters were getting stuck on tables and glitching out.
Chefs wouldn't move from doorway to kitchen at all.
Guest stopped coming for 5 days in a row even though previously guests were giving high reviews.
Can NOT close restaurant over night or skip to next day at all.
Cannot rotate staff roster.
For all the reasons above, I'm sorry but IMO, its not worth the price.
Things the developers need to improve;
Gameplay needs a little more improving and made easier to play at the beginning.
Give more freedom with controlling staff.
Give the option to advertise business
Improve tutorial and make it more entertaining.
Fix issues with Sound.
Introduce an Options menu within the game and not just main menu.
Who knows, maybe down the line I may return.
. Pretty impressive for something that is fairly early in development. As with all early access games, if you're prepared to put up
with bugs and you're interested, this is worth the time. The developer is very responsive to the input of the player base acting on
bug reports and feature suggestions (check the community discussions). There are practice as well as competition inspired
ranges and a number of highly detailed weapons with a variety of sights, magazine capacities and classes from production (off
the shelf) to open (anything goes). Relevant for anyone in the realm of practical shooting whether it's from a competition or
tactical perspective.
As mentioned there are bugs as it is in EA, if this is a deal breaker then wait until it's done.. Game is terrible it crashes alot and
has not been updated in over a year so DONT BUY THIS BAG OF POOP. Great local fun and one of the few game we can play
up to 8. Highly recommended.. Bought the game for my friend and I, for 9 minutes adjusting settings and such then realized it
had no online multiplayer. I will re-purchase this for both of us if it gains this. But why the hell this chose single-player over
online multiplayer is beyond me.. Great Platform game, visuals and music fit the game nicely.
Highly recommended for Megaman lovers,. This is an extremely lazy port.
Once the game is installed you are shown the default Unity launcher screen, without even an image to fill the large vacant
rectangle at the top of the launcher. Not impressed so far but decided to soldier on.
After beginning the game, I notice you cannot use the d-pad to play, only the analogue stick? Poor design choice as d-pads have
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greater fidelity which is why I always use them for this type of game. Anyhoo, I try to exit the game, clearly again, not designed
for PC when you need things like exit game buttons. They did however shoehorn in Esc for exit in a very half-baked BOOM,
game gone kind of way.
So, I\u2019m back at the unfinished default launcher. I click on the button config tab to configure the controls and discover that
each in game action has multiple assignments for the same action. I figure out which one is for the controller and change the dpad to being my control choice. Did I mention that for some strange reason the Y button is fire by default? And there is a button
named fire, as-well-as buttons for fire1, fire2, fire3. So, do I even need fire 1, 2, 3? Or just fire. Or is fire obsolete? And not
fire1, fire2, and fire3? Oh, and there is a jump button. Now, I only played this game for ten minutes, mostly in the launcher, so
maybe you can jump in this spaceship shooter. I have my doubts.
It really is just a last minute, \u201cHey, PC gaming is a thing lets make some money from those losers\u201d, kind of game.
Here\u2019s a funny thing. After I changed the controls, up was down and down was up on the menu, haha. No way to rectify
this either. Hilarious.
I might take my refund and throw it in a pond so that it doesn\u2019t feel like such a waste.
. This Game is quite Awsome!. Highly recommend this. Butter smooth and with an astonishing atmosphere.. This is and always
will be my favorite game on pc. I think I uninstalled it like three times before I learned the management system but there really
is nothing like it. One game germany wins and you're holding out as Australia, the last free country as the axis bear down on
you. The next game with the exact same settings you watch in awe a Canada intervenes in WW2 early and defeats germany and
italy and becomes a superpower by 1955. I love this game.
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One of Choice of Games' best. The conclusion throws a half-dozen thought-provoking moral dilemmas at you in quick
succession, asking what it means to be loyal to an ideal or to a tribe and whether such loyalty is praiseworthy. I've played it
through once and hope to do so a few more times to see more alternate endings. Admittedly, problem-solving aspects are a little
straightforward; they can often be resolved by looking for a choice that includes a synonym for your highest stat.. Pros
Nice Map
Pretty
Cool zone starts
Cons
Maybe to big. So cool...reminds me at some older nice times, and playing without watching what time is it. I loved always to
play Platypus.. Rating: 5/10
Well, it's without any doubts very interesting detective/action point'n'click adventure, with great not quite linear story (they are
some multiple solutions through the whole game) and I understand the high overall ratings, but I just can't get into that "unique"
laggy animations. I found the clicking ale walking through the train really annoying, not mentioning that absurd fight sequences.
Nevertheless, you should definitely try out this game for yourself, you might enjoy it.. Fox Hime Zero. Honestly, I don't even
know where to begin with this. When I read the original Fox Hime, I liked it. It had its mistakes, sure, but everything does.
Here's the thing: Fox Hime Zero learned from those mistakes.
The original Fox Hime had poor translation, a story that honestly got kind of mundane at times, and overall just boring to the
average visual novel reader.
Fox Hime Zero fixed itself. It has great translation, I actually understood this one without having to think as hard! I was
completely interested in the story as soon as soon as Mori showed up. The soundtrack is so amazing and something beautiful. I
can't express how much I love it. The visuals, the art, they all got me. I took a lot of screenshots just so I could keep those
visuals for viewing pleasure later on. This even had voice acting! Like, full-on voice acting! Mori's voice was just as I imagined
it to be, and I'd like to say they also got Ruri's voice spot-on.
That being said, I feel like the novel lacked in certain parts - and this is me being extremely picky - Mr. Wong Ji didn't even
have his own avatar, despite the fact he plays a crucial role for a few chapters. Even the tailor has an avatar - and we only see
him for a few lines!
Overall, yes. Read this. Do it. Now.
For its price, Fox Hime Zero is worth it.
And I mean that, from the bottom of my heart.. A hesitant recommendation as it's the best tennis title we've got for that balance
between arcade and simulation (as well as some licenses) and decent graphics on PC, and there are glimpses of a good title here,
but it leaves a heck of a lot to be desired.
If not for the constant updates, I would be very concerned.
Proceed with caution.. Long boring conversations with the occassional card battle that appears to be impossible to lose - unless
you're a simpleton.
Meh.. Nothing special, just spin-off for Doom 3.
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